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ENERCY & TESLA
Fohat - Mind - Life Force - ElopUc Energy - Thought Force -

E.S.P., and other names, have tried to express what litde is understand-
able about an efiect that manifests through all living things.

Even those few who do understand it, would want to attribute its
universal essence to the Creative Spirit which rdakes all Iife etemal.

We have discovered tlat electricity and magnetism are the right
and left hands of God, so to speak. Without electro-magnetic energies
a Sun" or Planet, or a Solar System; an atom, or shuctures of the atom,
living bodies, ants, or people, flowers, birds, or ffsh, nothing can be
without these invisible forces of electricity and magnetism, In polarity
response they both interchange with each other and one cannot exist
without the other.

The mysterious energy that makes electricity and magnetism work,
is perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic patterns, and estab-
lishes a third plane of reference which we call a "tirne zone." This
"zone" is not detectable, or measurable, with standard electric or mag-
netic instruments. It responds to thought and can orient the magnetic
pattem out of perpendicularity to the electric pattern. If the magnetic
ffeld exceeds 87" and coincides to the electric wave pattern, disinte-
gration results in matter and it becomes energy. This occurs witJr no
sound, or heat, or explosion, but will be accompanied by brilliant light
emissions. Teleportation can be accomplished by this efiect. Pure
elements of matter can be created out of energy in the spectrum fre-
quency of any element with controlled polarity reversal in the electric
flow.

To our understandi"g thir 'zonf is Universal Mind which creates
reciprocal actions between elecbic and nagnetic effects. This "zone"
being responsive to though! nakes it possible to understand how all
matter from galaxies, to people and atoms, can be created by a Uni-
versal Mind, or Cosrric Go4 which is eveDrwhere. This could explain
the old expression, 'never let your one hand how what tle other
hand is doing," because tle other hand would set up a.u equal and
opposite efiect. This also would explain how a Suprene rnffnite Intelli-
gence could create matter and the physical u.niverse out of the unseen
energy. Mind had to come before matter, otherwise how can one ex-
plain the order of celestial bodies in unlimited napitu& down to the
complete order in atoms.

Should one feel that they are in{ringing on C,od to try and under-
stand his creations? Should one feel that it is 'ofi borm&" to Ey to
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ffnd out how the perfect laws of the universe operate life in matter?
There is no 'tree of knowledge." Knowledge is in finding out what
makes a tree a tree. Wasn't man supposed to have "dominion over all
things"? Wasnt man given a'light of ftee choice" by God?

Three-hundred-trillion cells in one adult human body perform an
interchange of biological electrical functions in such order that only a
perfect Universal Spirit could direct their activities. No human study
of efiects in physical structure will ever reveal the ciuses of these efiecti,
unless one works through the spirit in dedication to a beneffcent pur-
pose for mankind.

"This Other Energy'' is the conductor of cell comrnunication between
all living things. Cleve Baxters research proves the communication but
it doesnt explain how it works. Cells do not have ears, but they do
respond to thought.

The Hieronlurus device proved that communication from cell struc-
ture in the astronauts in Apolla 8 and ll had no loss in power from the
earth to the moon. Hieronymus also proved plants would grow in
total darkness by bringing *This Other Energy" i::to the darkness lrom
metal plates exposed to sunlight through rrires connected to metal
plates over the seeds. Light does not travel through wires.

Franz Aaton Mesmer, who was bom in 1734, called 'This Other
Elergy" "animal magnetism." Dr, D'Eslon, Mesrnet's chief pupil, Iorm-
ulated the laws of animal magnetism as follows:

"1. Animal magnetism is a universal, continuous fluid, constituting an
absolute plenum in nature, and the medium of all mutual influence
between interstellar bodies and between the earth and animal bodies.

2. It is the most subtle fluid in natue, capable of flux and of reflux,
of ebb and flow, and of receiving, propagating and continuing all kinds
of motion.

3. The human body has poles and other properties analogous to the
magnet,

4. The action and virtue of animal magnetism may be communicated
from one body to another, whether animate or inanimate.

- 5. It operates at a great distance, without the intervention of any
body.

6. It is increased and reflected by mirrors, communicated, propagat-
ed, and increased by sound, and may be accumulated, concentrated

Td transported." Is this increase by sound' t}re reason for singing
hlmns in the churches?

'This Other Energy" was called "The Mumia" by Paracelsus. '"The
Odic Force" bt, Reichenbach, 'The Nervous Ethef' by Richarclson,
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"The X Force" by Eeman, "The Prana" by Indiaa Gurus, and is 'LiIe
Force" itself.

Form has a lot to do with the manifestation of '"Ihis Other Energy."
Cones produce a cohesive transmission of this energy for miles. Min-
erals crystalize in their individual forms because "This Other Energy''
requires exact order. Bnamids oriented in the planes of North, South,
East and Wes! relative to their faces, will produce vortices and strange
reactions in their center, An eg& out of its shell, ip a saucer beneath a

pyramid will have the albumen harden in less than a week, while an-
other egg in a saucer outside the pyre'"id remains Iiquid.

If a circlo of seven pyramids could be located equally spaced in
vacant areas surrouding the Los A::geles basin, the smog could be
elininated. This would require seven masts 600 feet high and the top,
or longes! guy wires would have to be on a 52" plane on all sides
equivalent to the great pyramid of Gizeh in Egypt. The only disad-
vantage of this would be malfunction of some aircralt inskuments if
they flew over the masts. On the other hand they wouldnt cost any-
thing to operate except the cost of their consfuction. We have tested
pyramids made of welding rods at all four corners and they work as

well in experiments as if the sides were filled in as with cardboard
pyramids.

So much could be accomplished with the use of 'This Other Energy"
if the orthodoxy of educated scientists would investigate and accept
those principles of nature that operate in life itself. No one seems to
be able to break through that wall of self-inflicted ego that keeps
science within the profft structure of a defunct economy, while hu-
manity goes down to its own destruction in a chemical and radiation
disaster.

It seems that todan the people who lmow how to do tlings are
stopped in their tracls, by laws and opinions from authorities who
dont loow how to do things. Maybe this is the destiny of a planet that
reaches for the Moon, when it needs something to divert the peoples
tlinking about the mess it has made on the earth. A hungry child can-
not understand this philosophy. Disease, and poverty, and war are
man-made results of wrong thinking over the years. "Ihis Other En-
ergf can only respond, and reciprocate, according to tle ff:ed laws
of the universe, Education can only give from the pasL The present
must operate on inspiration and faith, or the future is losl

A past civilization knew how to use *This Other Energ/ to levitate
anything, including themselves. It manifested in the Kings Chamber of
the Great Pyamid to revive dead V.I.P.s in tlree days, or mummify
their bodies if they failed to come back to life. This activity took 28
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days, or one magnetic month. This is the reason S9 Ki"S Chamber
*"r to t ofi 

""oi"r 
in the pyramid, in order to be in the proper area of

the energy generated.
Modei iciencg in their two-dimensional electro-magnetic -science,

cannot accept th; fact that a handful of people, todan understand
this third plane of reference.

Dr. He;drick's cell therapy, in Switzerlan4 proved that organ cells,

injected into the body, wor.ld only go to the same kind or organ in the
bodv and fortifu it.

P6ople are as difierent as their ffngerprints and 'This Other Energy"
makeJ them all live. How long are the authorities going to ignore the

basic philosophy of life, known only to a few people, when it could
add multiplicity to present life spans?

Over fiw -ot" L b"iog speot tto*, for weapons of war, tlan was

being spent four years ago. thls 30% spent in the right dir- ection could
have- aieady uniocked io much more of the secrets of life and we
could have already been on the road to 150 year life spans without
agrng.-T'liose few of us who understand "This Other Energy" continuo to
plod on at a snails pace, determined in our direction, to break bail for
a heaven on earth in the future.

Tests conducted with vegetables growing in a garden, sLow remark-
able results when they are grown under electro-magnetic stimuli.
They've found ttrat up to 307o more seeds will germinate after tley
have been in the grouid for 2l hours. Grosth of tbe crop to the tirie
of harves! is accelerated by several weeks. In some growing areas this
makes it possible to plant the second crop sooner, thereby avoiding
early freezes; as about 6 weels can be gained on both the plantings to
the time of the second harvesting.

Leaf vegetables and above-the-ground vegetables will !s agarly
twice the size of normal vegetables that are grown in uncharged soil.
Root vegetables, Iike carrots, parsnips, etc., will not only be larger, but
will havi more flavor. Ball-shaped vegetables will not react as aell x
Ininted root and pointeil leal vegetables. Ihis includes head lettuce,
cabbage, turnips and potatoes, among others. This is because their
spherical shape accumulates the charge instead of permitting flow of
the current to keep passing tbrough them.

A device to perform this activity can be made as follows' Get a

staight length (2I feet ) oI %" diameter galvanized water pipe. Take
a l(t standard coupling and weld a four-foot cross of r,?' pipe on one
end of it, The cross is to be horizontal to the ground when the coupling
b screwed on to the top of the pipe mast Solder eleven spikes onto
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each arm of the cross - from center. Ttrese will be spaced 2 inches
apart from the ends coming in, and each 9 inches long. These spikes are
nade from #10 copper wire and all point straight up. The top ends
should be sharpened to a point by hammering, or $inding, before they
are soldered on to the cross arms.

Solder 12 wires around the base of the mast, 18 inches up from t}le
bottom eld. This can be #l4barc copper wire, each equal in length to
your garden radius, Screw the spiled cross bnto the top of the mast.
Connect four guy wires to the top of the mast at the center of tle cross.
Put an irsulator on each guy wire six feet down from their connection
at the top of the mast. Add ten rnore feet of guy wire to each of these
insulators, and put another insulator on each oI these whes. Drive four
pipe stakes, at an angle to the ground, 15 feet from the mast and
equally spaced about it. Fasten four guy wires to the stakes, each long
enough to connect to the bottom insulators.

Dig a small hole for the mast. Ttris hole should be big enough for a
wide mouth large glass peanut butter jar. Be sure the lop of this iar is
above the gound level. Put a smaller glass jar in the peanut butter jar,
and anotler smaller one in it; until the jar inside is iust big enough to
fft around the pipe mast. Slide the jars on the pipe mast lower end,
set the mast up and attach the stake guy wires to the four lower in-
sulators. Adjust the guy wires so the mast is vertical, but not tight
enough to bend the pipe mast.

Now dig twelve, equally spaced, radial ditches out from the qrast to
the size of your garden. They are aot to exceed 200 feet from the mast.
These ditches should be deeper than the working depth of hoe or cul-
tivator. Extend the twelve wires out and down these ditches and cover
them up, after placing a stale at the outer end of each wire; so you can
always tell where the wires are.

Now plant your rows radially from the mast in your round garden.
Do not plant directly over the wires, as roots may entangle them.
Rows should never be closer than four feet to each other on the inner
end, Plant what you like best parallel to the wires.

This device works by activating the natural electric charge in the
ahnos;lhere and the earth. These charges being in unbalance ( between
the solid earth and the gaseous air) try to balance, thereby creating an
electric flux in the mast and wires. The current in the wires produces a
magnetic ffeld around them, and brings about a gentle magnetic vortex
perpendicular to the ground. This in turn creates accelerated ion and
electric activity in the plants, and roots, which are in the vertical line
of electric flux. Each vegetable then becomes a miniature atomic
accelerator, and thus increases its own growth and current fow.
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This device employs natural electric and magnetic principles and
costs nothing to operate. It will stimutate growth over an acre of
ground.
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The greatest genius of all time is practically unknown in the annals
of Arnerican history. Marconi, Edison, Bell, the Wright brothers, and
Fulton, are known for their contributions to the scientiffc and industrial
world by nearly everyone.

Nikola Tesla was bom at Smilian, Yugoslavia, on July 10, 1856. He
Fas the inventor of alternating curent generators and motors, the
plyphase system of the transmission of power, and the four tuned
circuit system which is the basis of radio transmission. He radio con-
trolled a ship model in 1898. By this he laid the basis of all radio tele-
mchanics. Tesla was 18 years old when Guglielmo Marconi was born
in tr{arzabotto, Italy in 1874. Tesla preceded Marconi's radio discover-
-s by several years.
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